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New headquarters open up new
possibilities
When Erste Group decided to
move and upgrade their corporate
headquarters, a new opportunity
opened up to add additional functionality to employee ID badges
beyond access control. Today, all
employees have a standardized,
contactless company ID card used
for personal identification as well
as for using many different applications.

as in high security areas requiring
biometric identification. Depending
on the security level of the area,
either online or offline components
are used. Employees may also use
their ID card for secure printing of
documents based on the crosslocation, follow-me printing feature
of the company ID card.

Visitors and customers benefit
equally

“With LEGIC we have a reliable
technology partner on our side,
who completely fulfills all of
the security standards that we
require.” - Michael Schneider,
Project Manager Physical Security,
OM-Objektmanagement GmbH,
Facility Services Provider for Erste
Group.

Benefits for end-users

Customers and visitors also receive
personal, application-specific
access cards which grants them
access to special lockers of various
sizes for the duration of their visit,
free of charge.






One card meets all
employee requirements
High security standards
protect employees and
visitors alike
Easy implementation, card
management and scalability

LEGIC Products & Services



Cross-Standard smartcard ICs
CTC4096
4000 series security modules

LEGIC Partners in this project
(Reader manufacturers / System
integrators):

One ID card - countless
applications
Employees can use their company ID for identification on locks,
turnstiles, doors, lifts, cloakroom
cupboards, personal lockers,
generally accessible storage
lockers, in-house restaurants, time
and attendance terminals as well




DATASEC Electronic GmbH,
Gantner Electronic GmbH,
PCS Systemtechnik GmbH,
dormakaba Holding AG

Learn more about Erste Group:
www.erstegroup.com
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In the end, the implementation
of LEGIC advant-based ID cards
based on the LEGIC Smartcard-IC
CTC4096 was decided. This allowed Erste Group to gain independence over the provisioning,
production and management of
employee ID cards, allowing Erste
Group to “own their own security”,
a central part of LEGIC’s security
philosophy.

